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Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to provide a theoretical framework for
disordered spin systems on a lattice, similar to that of classical statistical
mechanics in the sense of Ruelle [Ru]. We prove the existence of a continuous
pressure functional on a large Banach space of random interactions (highly
generalizing the classical one) and formulate an analog of the variational principle.

0. Introduction

The statistical mechanics of disordered lattice systems, considered as a mathemat-
ical description of models of real materials such as e.g. real crystals, alloys of
magnetic and nonmagnetic metals, glasses and others, have to deal with new
phenomena and problems. For general reviews and connection to other domains
of physics, mathematics and biology see e.g. [4, 25, 36, 48, 11].

It was observed by Edwards and Anderson [15], that it is very useful to describe
such systems as a lattice model with random interactions. The randomness and
existence of competing interactions allow a system to behave thermodynamically
well even if the decay of interactions is very slow and its amplitude is a'priori
unbounded. The first rigorous proof of this fact has been given in [40, 33], where
the existence of a (nonrandom) thermodynamic limit of the pressure has been
proven for a random bond Ising model given by a hamiltonian function

Ho=- Σ JtW, iJeZd (0.1)

with {Jij} being independent random variables satisfying for all iJeΈd, iφj,

a n d f o r a l l n β N £ J « = ° ' ( 0 " 2 a )

j - j \ - ™ d (0.2b)

with some constants 0 < y < oo and \ < α < oo.
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Note that for \ < α ̂  1 we can have (non-classical) long range interactions
satisfying

Σ \Jίj\= °° (° 3 )
j

with probability one. Afterwards a simpler proof of that, based on use of
subadditive ergodic theorem, appeared in [20]. The generalization to the case
when (0.2b) is satisfied only up to n = 4 has been given in [58]. It was observed in
[17] that in the special case when the free measure is symmetric one may apply the
subadditive ergodic theorem and show that actually the estimates of [58] are
sufficient to include the case when (0.2b) holds only for n ̂  2.

The other example of a long range interaction (in the sense that an analog of
(0.3) is satisfied) is provided by the Sherrington-Kirkpatrick model [55]. In this
case, at high temperatures, the infinite volume pressure has been exactly computed
in [1, 31].

(For interactions with α > 1 one can find related results in [23, 57, 44]; see also
[12 and 49].)

Originally the consideration of random interactions satisfying (0.1)-(0.3) was
motivated by RKKY interactions given by

J^GtjΠtnj, iJeZd (0.4)

with {rii} independent occupation number random variables and Gtj defined in
d — 3 dimensions for i φj by

\i -j\) + sin(qF\ί -j\)
^ (0.5)

The fact that Gu changes its sign was modeled by (0.2a). Obviously (0.3) is satisfied
for any translation invariant distribution of occupation variables not concen-
trated on the empty configuration. The original RKKY interaction is not
thermodynamically stable; however, as was proven in [32], there is a class of
reasonable interactions sharing its essential features. This class is contained in the
set of interactions given by (0.4) with

ί dqeW'ΛGiq), (0.6a)G ϋ Ξ τ Λ ί ί
(2π) (-π,

where
0 ^ G ( ^ ) ^ | | G | | o o < α ) . (0.6b)

In the present paper we generalise the above mentioned results concerning the
pressure, showing that thermodynamics is well defined, in the sense of existence of
a nonrandom infinite volume pressure functional, for a much larger class of
interactions.

A description of the simplest disordered systems with a Hamiltonian of the type

H = H0 + λΣhtσί9 (0.7)

(where the magnetic field variables {h^ieZd are independent and identically
distributed, and 0 ̂  λ < co) is not an easy task even for short range interactions. (By
a short range interaction we mean here the interaction for which the quantity on
the left-hand side of (0.3) is finite with probability one.)

There are several interesting results concerning this case: The proofs of absence
of phase transition for one dimensional Ising models of type (0.7) with 1 <α have
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been given in [21, 39, 9, 8, 7]. This is in contradistinction to nonrandom classical
models where e.g. for ferromagnetic models the phase transition occur for
l < α ^ 2 , see [14,27].

The O(N) random models have been investigated in the series of papers [52, 53,
18, 16, 5], successively extending the region of nonbroken O(N) symmetry up to
interactions with α = l for d = l,2. Note that for the nonrandom case with
ferromagnetic couplings in two dimensions one has symmetry breaking for
1 < α < 2 [43] and symmetry remains unbroken for α ̂  2, whereas for d = 3 one has
symmetry breaking even for finite range interactions [28].

For an Ising model with nearest neighbours random interaction at high
temperature or large magnetic field, the cluster property and uniqueness result has
been obtained in [3] by the use of a cluster expansion method. A very general and
strong method for studying the Ising models with short range interactions has
been developed in [26]. The authors consider the following important cases: a)
high temperature spin glasses, b) low temperature nearest neighbours random
field Ising models (RFIM's) with sufficiently large covariance of the random
magnetic field (large disorder), c) low temperature predominantly ferromagnetic
spin glasses. For all these cases it is shown that the truncated correlation functions
have exponential tree decay with probability one. By this, for a) and b), they prove
the existence of a disordered phase and (strong) uniqueness of the corresponding
Gibbs measures, in regions full of Griffiths singularities [34] where the conven-
tional high temperature cluster expansion diverges.

The hardest problem was the RFIM's with small covariance of the random
magnetic field at low temperatures. This was resolved for d = 3 dimensions in [6],
(after preparatory important works [24, 37,10]), where the existence of fer-
romagnetic phases in the low temperature region is shown. As argued in [24] for
d ̂  2, the random magnetic field even with small covariance should cause disorder
at any temperature. Recently this has been rigorously proven in [2].

The Ising models with long range interactions [in the sense of (0.3)] of random
bound type have been considered in [29, 30] where existence of a disordered phase,
weak uniqueness and clustering were proven and in [58] where a kind of strong
uniqueness has been shown. (For related results for the Sherrington-Kirkpatrick
model, see [1, 31].) The random site Ising model with long range interactions,
defined by (0.1) and (0.6), has been discussed in [32]. It was shown there that if the
temperature β"1 satisfies

β\\G\\m<U (0-8)

then the corresponding spin system is in the disordered phase (in the sense that the
Edwards-Anderson parameter equals zero), where it has a decay of correla-
tions similar to that of the interaction. Moreover the infinite volume limit of
physical observables is independent of boundary conditions.

Although the description of the high temperature region for long range
interactions could seem to be quite complete, there are still a lot of interesting
questions concerning the disordered phase to answer. (For example the C00

property of pressure implied by sufficiently strong tree decay of truncated
correlation functions. The other problem concerns the behaviour at any tempera-
ture but in a large magnetic field.)

The low temperature region for long range interactions is terra incognita (but
see [1]). To study this region and phase transition phenomena it is useful to have
an a priori definition of an infinite volume state of spin system. For short range
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interactions this is provided by the definition of Gibbs measure [13,45,22,53] and
concerning disordered systems requires no additional modification. For the case of
long range interactions it is not possible to use the Gibbsian description, since we
have no well defined local specification on the space of all spin configurations (for
some discussions see e.g. [58]). In the present paper we show that it is possible to
define an infinite volume equilibrium state for a random system by use of a
variational principle. Note that contrary to the non-random case [54, 38] it is
necessary to use it even for some interactions of finite body type (e.g. two point
interactions). We develop in a sense a fully fledged approach based on a
continuous pressure functional defined on a Banach space of random interactions.
Therefore one can hope to extend the theory of phase transitions given in [38] to
our case. This would be important, since up to now, the existence of generic spin
glass phase transitions remains unproven. (However there is evidence for that in
the mean field model of Sherrington-Kirkpatrick given in [1].)

Let us remark that as a matter of fact we have quite a poor understanding of
phase transitions for long range (in the classical sense) interactions besides the
ferromagnetic one. As a first step in the direction of the constructive description of
spin systems with long range interactions one can view the work [50], in which a
class of polynomially decaying interactions with a "small" long range part is
considered.

The organization of our paper is as follows. In the first section we introduce
notation and define the Banach spaces of interactions we want to consider. The
second section is devoted to the proof of existence of nonrandom continuous
pressure functionals defined on Banach space of "random bond" type interactions.
In Sect. 3 we get similar results for replica systems. Section 4 is used to formulate a
corresponding variational principle. In the last section we discuss the possible
reasonable extensions of long range "random site" type interactions (0.4) and (0.6)
and prove for some class of them the existence and continuity of the infinite volume
pressure for spin systems (including replica systems).

1. Definitions and Notations

Let Γ be a countable set called a lattice. It is assumed that there is an infinite
abelian group of bijections of Γ, denoted by T and called a translation group. Let
{eι 6 T: / = 1,..., d}, d e N, be a set of generators of T, i.e. each element aeΎ can be
written as d

a= Σ nιeι (1.1)
1 = 1

with some nt e Z, / = 1,..., d. A translation of i e Γ by an element a e T is denoted by
i + α. A translation TaΛ of a set A cΓ is by definition the set

TaΛ = {ieΓ:ί-aeΛ}. (1.2)

In general the translation group T need not act transitively on Γ. We assume only
that there is a smallest finite set ACT, called an elementary cell of Γ, such that for
any α, α' e T

> TaAnTa,A=0 (1.3a)
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and
T=[)TaΔ. (1.3b)

aeΎ

Note that the choice of A can be in general nonunique.
Let 3* be the family of finite sets in Γ. By \Λ\ we denote the number of elements

in Λ e J^ and by A a smallest covering of A e #" by elementary cells. For i e Γ and a
set A c Γ we define a distance o Π e Γ from Λ by

_ M TJeAa^ Σ nιeι\. (1.4)
li = i / = i J

The diameter of Λ e #" by definition equals

diam(Λ)= sup (d{i,j) + ί). (1.5)

An increasing and absorbing sequence ^ ^ { ^ e f J ^ N is called a countable
base, i.e. we have AncAn+1 for any rceN and for any Λe$F there is w o eN such
that AcAn for any n^n0.

Further we will use special countable bases called van Hove sequences. To
define them, let us first introduce for any N e N, N > 1 the sets

(1.6)

The boundary dΔN of AN is defined to be

i^l^d, \nx\ = l that i-\-nte^AN}. (1.7)

Similarly one can define dΛ for any
From the definitions (1.5) and (1.6) we have

lim —-y = 0 . (1.8)

For AeϊF and N e N we set

ί d )
A^=<\JTaAN\a= Σ nxNehnxsΈ such that TaΔNnΛφφ> (1.9a)

and

ί d )
AN = < [j TaAN:a= Σ tyiVej,nzeZ such that TaANCA>. (1.9b)

The number of different cubes in the sum (1.9a) respectively (1.9b) is denoted by
n(Aχ) respectively n(A^).

A countable base ^o = {AnetF}neM is called a van Hove sequence iff for any
ΛΓeN

l i m — τ τ = 1 (1.10)

Let (Ω, Z1) = (S, ̂ ) Γ , with (iS, ίf)r being a standard Borel space, be the space of spin
configurations σ. Typical examples of (S, Sf) used in statistical mechanics are
provided by: a) S a finite set, b) S = ̂ N~1 a sphere in R^with natural topologies
respectively. A spin σt at a site i e Γ is by definition the zth' coordinate function on
(Ώ, Σ). For A c Γ let Γ^ be the smallest σ-algebra contained in Σ such that all the
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functions {σi: i e A] are Σ^-measurable. If a function F is Σ^-measurable we write
FeΣΛ.

By μ with various subscripts, we will denote probability measures on (Ω, Σ). A
probability measure μ0, defined as a product of probability measures on (S, 9*\ is
called a free measure. For FeΣ, by μ(F) we denote the expectation value of F
computed with a measure μ. For Fu F2eΣ a truncated correlation function is
defined by

μ(Fι,F2)^μFίF2-μFίμF2. (1.11)

We introduce also another standard Borel space (J,/) to describe an
additional randomness in the lattice system. Let E be a probability measure on
(J ) d/). We will use a similar convention as described above to denote the
corresponding expectations. It will be assumed that one can distinguish a family
{Jf

Λ}Λe& of sub-σ-algebras in /, so that any functions Fγe^A, F2efΛ, are
independent random variables on (39e/,E) if ΛnΛ' = φ. Let

Ύsa^Ta (1.12)

be a representation of the translation group by measurable bijections on (Ω, Σ)
x (J, f). In particular we define the representation of translations on (Ω, Σ)

(implicitly) by requiring

Taσi = σ^a for all ίeΓ. (1.13)

We say that a probability measure μ on (Ω,Σ\ respectively E on (J,,/), is
translation invariant iff for any FeΣ,we have

T*μ(F) = μ(F(T_ασ)) = μ(F(σ)) (1.14)

for all a e T, and similarly for E. Afterwards we will assume that the free measure μ0

and the measure E are translationally invariant. For a sequence of functions

{FΛ}Λe^Q we write limF^ to denote its LX(E) limit (if exists). Let M(Ωx J,R)

denote the space of jointly measurable functions on (Ω, Σ) x (J, f).

Definition 1.1. An interaction Φ is a function

Φ f'^MΩxJ,!) (1.15)

satisfying for any X e $F

ΦxeΣxxfx. (1.16)

(Frequently it is useful to consider also complex valued interactions.) An
interaction Φ satisfying for any aeΎ the condition

ΦTaX(J,σ) = Φx(T-aJ,T-aσ) (1.17)

for all X e 3F and any J e J, σ e Ω, is called translation invariant. An interaction Φ is
of finite range 0 ̂  r(Φ) < oo iff for any l e . f with diam X>r(Φ) we have Φ x = 0,
and is of finite body type 0^τ(Φ)< oo iff Φx = 0 for all J e ^ , \X\>τ(Φ).

As follows from Definition 1.1, the interactions form a linear space. For further
purposes we would like to distinguish the following Banach spaces of interactions:
The first one, denoted by Wι(E\ is a simple generalization of the classical space
considered in [54, 38] and is defined by

(1.18)
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where we use the norm

l|ΦHci=sup Σ -^-sup |Φ* | . (1.19)
ίeΓ Xe& A σeΩ

ieX JeJ

To include unbounded interactions we define a space

B%E) = {Φ:| |Φ||α<oo}, (1.20)

where

11*11.:= sup Σ τ^E(sup\Φx\). (1.21)
ieΓ Xe& |A | \σeΛ J

From this definition we see that BC\E) C BU(E) and in general BU(E)\BC\E) is
nonempty. The above Banach spaces still do not exhaust all "good" interactions.
To consider long range interactions, as those in (0.1)-(0.3), let us distinguish a class
of interactions Φ satisfying the following conditions (C):

(Ci): For any X, X'eJ^, Xή=X' and any σ, σ'eΩ, the functions Φx( ,σ) and
Φx{ , σ') are independent random variables on (J, /, E).
(Cii): VXeJ^σeΩ,

EΦx(,σ) = 0. (1.22)

Then we define a Banach space

Bw(E) = {Φ:Φe(C) and | |Φ| | w <oo}, (1.23)

where the norm is given by

/ I \ 1 / 2

||Φ||w:=sup Σ r^EίsuplΦ^)2] . (1.24)
ieΓ Xe& A \σeΛ J /

\ieX I

As one can easily see we have in general
BM(£)nBw(£)Φ0 and BU(E) H- BW(E) Φ 0, (1.25)

with -Γ- denoting the symmetric difference. (One may wish to introduce the
corresponding Banach spaces fi(£), suitable for discussion of Gibbs measures, by

omitting the factors -—- in the corresponding norms.) Note that the random-site

long-range interactions (0.4) and (0.6) do not belong to B"(£)υBw(£). Therefore we
have to consider one more space of interactions. We would like to define it here as
follows:

B(£)=^Φ:supsup
1

AeSF σeΩ \Λ\XCΛ

<oo,£-a.e .>. (1.26)

It is clear that the systems with interactions from the class B(E) behave
thermodynamically well. However for some purposes this definition is too general.
We will discuss it in Sect. 5. (For some short discussion concerning nonthermody-
namically stable interactions, see [32].) If this will not cause confusion, we will
write B(E) to denote the various space of interactions defined above or given as the
sums of them. Then B7(£) will mean the subspace of translation invariant
interactions.
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For A e 3F and Φ e B(E) we define a hamiltonian function by

HΛ{Φ) = Σ Φχ> (1-27)
XQΛ

and a finite volume pressure

pΛ(Φ)^^lnμ0(e-H^). (1.28)

We wish to study the existence and properties of the infinite volume limit of the
sequence of pressure functionals

Bj(E) 9 Φ κ pΛ(Φ), Λe&o. (1.29)

2. The Pressure Functional for Random Interactions /

In this section we study a pressure functional defined on a Banach space

Bj(E) = Buj(E) + By(E). (2.1)

The elements of this space are the pairs Φ = (φ, ψ), denoted also as Φ = φ + ψ, with
φeBuj(E) and xpeBγ(E). It is assumed that the interactions φ = {φχ}Xe& and ψ
= {ψχ}xe$? a r e mutually independent in the sense that:

For any X,X'e!F and any σ, σfeΩ the random variables φx(-, σ)

and ψχ{ , σ') defined on probability space (J,β,E) are independent. (2.2)

For Φ E Bj(E), Φ = φ H- ψ we define a norm

||Φ|| := | |φ| |α+ llvlL (2-3)

A hamiltonian function is given by

ψ) (2.4)
XCΛ

for any Λe^.
Let μ0 be a translation invariant product probability measure on (Ω, σ). A finite

volume pressure functional

Bj(E)3Φ^pΛ(Φ), Λe^ (2.5)

is defined by

^ e - H A Φ ) ) - (2-6)

The main result of this section is the following.

Theorem 2.1. Let Ebea translation invariant ergodic probability measure on (J, /).
Then for any Φ G BJ(E) then infinite volume limit

p(Φ)=\impΛ(Φ) (2.7)

exists and is independent ofJeJ, E-a.e. and the van Hove sequence # Q . Moreover the
convex functional

>p(Φ) (2.8)

satisfies the following continuity condition:
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For any Φ, Φ' eJB(E), Φ = φ + ψ and Φ' = φ' + ψ'

\p(Φ)-p(Φf)\^\\φ~φf\\u + max(\\ψ\\w,\\ψ/U\\ψ-ψf\\w. (2.9)

Remark. As follows from Definition (2.3) of the norm || || in Banach space B7(£),
the right-hand side of (2.9) can be bounded by

r.h.s . (2 .9)^[ l+max( | |Φ |U|Φ' | | ) ] | |Φ-ΦΊ| . (2.10)

Proof. First we show that {pΛ}Λe&0 and {EpΛ}Λe^0 converge to the same limit and
then we prove the continuity property (2.9) using the corresponding continuity of
EpΛ, Λe^0. Let Λe^0 be such that for some JVeN, Λ^ defined in (1.9) is

ί d

nonempty and let n(ΛN) be the number of cubes < Ai^=Ta.AN:aι = ]Γ nkNek

I ι k i
satisfying

^ = 0 if iφϊ

(2.11)

By the fundamental theorem of calculus we have

\Λ\ n(ΛN) I = i B(^)

where for t e [0,1] we defined Φ(t) by

φ fΦ x i fχς^ forsomei l,...,n(^)

' (ίΦx otherwise

we set Φ(ί) Ξ — Φ(ί), and
μo(β

l, Φ(ί)( * ) =

We will need to estimate the second term on the right-hand side of (2.12). Using the
representation

Φ(t) = φ(t) + ψ(ή, (2.15)

we write
1 . 1 . 1

Γ77μΛ,Φ(t)(HΛ(Φ(t)))= — μΛ,Φit)HΛ{φ(t))+ j-7rμΛ,Φ(t)HΛ(ψ(t)) (2.16)

and bound the Lγ(E) norms of the terms from the right-hand side of (2.16)
separately. The result is given in the following lemma in which we use the notation
introduced above.

Lemma 2.2. Let L(ΛΓ)eN be a function of JVeN such that L(JV)/JV->0 and L(N)
-> oo as N-> oo. There is a constant 0 < C < oo (independent of Λe^0 and Φ e B(£)J
and a positive function εφ(L(N)) converging to zero as L(N)-+co, such that for any

J_ r
Ml μΛ'm Λ Ml
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N

Moreover there is a positive function εψ(L(N)), converging to zero as L(N)-+ oo, such
that for any A e # Q ,

\A\ μΛ'φ(t) "

(2.18)

Remark. The functions εφ(L(N)) and εψ(L(N)) are explicitly given below by (2.42)
and respectively (2.52).

Now using Lemma 2.2 and formula (2.12) we prove the convergence of the
sequence {EpΛ(Φ)}Λe^0. To do this, it is enough to show that the considered
sequence has the Cauchy property. Let us take a number 0<ε. Then using (2.12),
translation invariance of the interaction Φ and of the measure E we get, for any Ak,

\EpΛk(Φ)-EpΛJΦ)\S
141

•]dtE
o

• (dtE

14,
\EPάN(Φ)\

1

141
1

14,
(2.19)

Since the sequence έF0 = {Λ „ e #7»sN is van Hove and, as follows from Lemma 2.3
given below, we have for any JVeN,

(2.20)

(2.21)

so there is n 0 e N such that for any k, m 2: n0,

\Λn

From Lemma 2.2 the second and third term on the right-hand side of (2.19) are
bounded by

ίM\4il
α;oc,j MI

'(no,N)= max ^^^l(\\φ\\u + 2\\ψ\\2

w)+ ^ | |φ | | ,
| l/2 II ΨWw

(2.22)

Since #Q is a van Hove sequence, we can find some No e N and m0 e N such that

2Θ(no,N)<- (2.23)

for all N^N0 and M0^m0. This together with (2.21) shows that

\EpAk(Φ)-EpΛm{Φ)\<ε (2.24)

for all Λk9 Ame^θ9 fc, m^m0 with some sufficiently big m o e N , i.e. we have the

{}
k m θ 0 y o

desired Cauchy property. Therefore the limit of the sequence {EpΛ(Φ)}ΛeSFo exists
and, as follows easily from the above considerations, is independent of the van
Hove sequence J v (In particular one does not need to assume that #o is strictly
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increasing.) To show that {pΛ(Φ)}Λe& converges to the same limit, let us note that
using the triangle inequality, we get

PΛ~~

1

Ml
1

\Λ\ n ( ^ ) , = ,

\EPJ

n(AN) I=I,...,Π(ΛN)

Using Lemma 2.2 we see that

lim lim£ PΛ~
\Λ\ n(AN) 1=I,.

= 0.

Since #"0 is van Hove, so using (2.20) (Lemma 2.3 below) we get

lim

(2.25)

(2.26)

(2.27)

From the fact that lim EpΛ(Φ) exists and is independent of the van Hove sequence
chosen, we get °̂

lim \im\EpΛ-EpΔN\=0. (2.28)

Finally, using the ergodicity of the translation invariant measure £, Lemma 2.3
and the ergodic theorem for the commutative group of translations (see e.g. [42]),
we get , 1 v

li™VrιϋΓJ = 1

 Σ

 Λ- P^-EPΛN)=0, (2.29)

E-a.e. and so, using Lemma 2.3, also in L^E). Combining (2.25) and (2.26)-(2.29)
we conclude that

limE\pΛ(Φ)-EpΛ(Φ)\=0, (2.30)

i.e. p{Φ) = lim pΛ(Φ) = lim EpΛ(Φ) (2.31)

exist and is independent of the van Hove sequence JV The formula (2.31) defines a
(nonrandom) functional,

Br(E) 3Φh-+ p(Φ) E IR (2.32)

which (as follows easily by Holder's inequality) is convex, i.e. for any 5 e [0,1] and
any Φ, Φ'eB7(£),

p(sΦ + (1 - s) Φf) S sp(Φ) + (1 - s)p(Φ'). (2.33)

The continuity property (2.9) of the functional p(Φ) follows from the following
lemma:

Lemma 2.3. Let Φ, Φ' e Bj(£), Φ = φ + ψ, Φ' = φ'+ ψf. Then for any

(2.34)
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Moreover

E\pΛ(Φyi^\\Φ\\β + 2\\ψL + oi\Λ\-1'2). (2.34a)

Proof of Lemma 2.2. We begin with the proof of (2.17). Using the definition of φ{t)
given by (2.13) and (2.15), we have

EA Σ £sup|<K|. (2.35)
Λ i X Ω

τ4 Σ £sup
\Λ\ XCΛ,ieX σeΩ

XCΔ(U,I=1,...,Π(ΛN)

The right-hand side of (2.35) can be written in the form

Σ x+^ψ Σ(I) Σ τ^
XCΛ\ΛN σeΩ \Λ\ i = l ieΔκ

NXQΛ, ieX \Λ \ σeΩ

Ξ= 4(2.36) + 5(2.36). (2.36)

The first term from the right-hand side of (2.36) satisfies the estimate

\\φ\\u. (2.37)

Since by our assumptions the interaction φ and the measure are translation
invariant, the term JB(2.36) is bounded by

^ Σ Σ ^
\ΔN\ ieAN Xe3P \Λ\ σeΩ

X<?AN
ieX

= 4(2.38) + B(2.38), (2.38)

where for some L=L(N) e N we introduce the following partition of the right-hand
side of (2.38):

Esup\φx\ (2.39)
\Λ\ σeΩ$NieX

and

J Σ ^Esup\φx\. (2.40)
I^Jjvl izΛN XeS^ \Λ\ σeΩ

d(ί,dΔN)>L{N) XCΔN
ieX

The expression 4(2.38) satisfies the bound

^ \\φ\\u

(2.41)

with some constant 0 < C < oo independent of φ e W(E) and L(N\ N e N. Using the
translation invariance of φ and E we bound JB(2.38) by

£(2.38) ̂  Σ 7 ^ E sup \φx\ = εφ(L(N)). (2.42)
χe& |A | σeΩ

OeX,diamX> L(N)
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Note that from the assumption that | |φ| | l l< oo it follows that the function εφ(L(N))
goes to zero as L(JV)-κx). Combining (2.39)-{2.42) we get

(2.43)

(2.44)

From this, (2.37) and (2.35H2.36) we get

Ml μΛ'm
<. (\Λ\Λ»\

This ends the proof of (2.17).
We shall now prove (2.18). By definition of ψ(t) in (2.13) and (2.15) we have

γ-77 μΛ,
\Λ\ \Λ\

(2.45)
XQΛ,ieX

Each term on right-hand side (2.45) we write, using a Taylor expansion, in the form

1

H>A,0(t)(V>x) = l*Atoittsx = o)(V>x)-t ί dsxμAtΦ{ttSχ){ψX9ψx), (2.46)
o

where Φ(t,sx), sxe[0,1] is defined by

fΦ(0γ for 7 Φ I
<Kt,sx)γ:= < ̂  t . . „ _ ^ c_ TΛ v (2.47)

Inserting (2.46) into (2.45), we get the following estimate for the Lt(£) norm of
(2.45):

with

and

I - H
Ml μyl'Φ(ί)

A(2.48) Ξ £

5(2.48) = E
1 1

ΓTΓ Σ' I dsxμΛtΦ{ttSχ){ψx,ψx)
\Λ\ XQΛ 0

(2.48)

(2.49)

(2.50)

where £' means restricted summation over X g A as on the right-hand side of
XQΛ

(2.45). The term 5(2.48) is easy to estimate. We have

i - Σ E(sup\ψx\γ.
\Λ\ XQΛ \σeΩ

(2.51)

Since the right hand side of (2.51) is of the same structure as the right-hand side of
(2.35), we can use the same arguments to get a similar bound as in (2.17), with 2

instead of \\φ\\u and the corresponding function

Σ ~
XεSΪ \X\

OeX,diamX >L(N)

(2.52)

instead of εφ(L(N)).
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To estimate ^4(2.48) we use Holder's inequality and find a bound on the L2(E)
norm of the interesting us integrant. First we write

1 ;

7TΓ Σ '
\Λ\ YQΛ

Ml2 λ -L

with

and

= ,4(2.53)+ 5(2.53)

3) Σ '

1
^ z , . ^ , = —~2 ^ μΛ,Φ{t,sx = O)KΨ

\Λ\ X,YQΛ

For the E integral of (2.54) we have the bound
^- ^ Σ E(sup\ψx\)2^^-\\ψ\\2

w.
\Λ\ XgΛ \σeΩ ) \Λ\

To estimate the E integral of (2.55) first we expand each term as follows

(2.53)

(2.54)

(2.55)

(2.56)

Λ, Φ(t, sx = , Φ(t, SY = O)\Ψγ)

where for X Φ Y we defined

Φ(t,sx,sγ)z =

Φ{t)z for

x(t) + sxψx(t) for Z = X

γ(t) + sγιpγ(t) for Z = 7

(2.57)

(2.58)

Now using the independence of the {ψx}Xs& variables and the condition Eψx = 0,
I e « f from the definition of the space TBW(E) (and independence of φ's and φ's) we
see that for I Φ 7 ,

£ M ^ , Φ(t, sx = O)(Vx) ^ , Φ(ί, Sy = O)(ψγ)
1 1

- = ί J dsx J uSyrίidyμ^ φ^ s —.Q 5^.)^^
00

The absolute value of (2.59) satisfies the bound

|(2.59)| ̂ E (sup \ψx\\2 £ (sup |φ y |V ,

where we used the independence of the ψx and ψγ variables for
Using (2.57H2.59) we get

' E

(2.59)

(2.60)

(2.61)
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This together with (2.56) and (2.53), by use of Holder's inequality, gives us the
bound

4(2.48) ̂ (£4(2.53) + EB(2.53))1/2

Σ E(sup\φx\)2. (2.62)
= \Λ\U2UΨ"wi \A\

The second term on the right-hand side of (2.62) is the same as the one used to
estimate JB(2.48) in (2.51) and so satisfies the same bound as discussed before.
Adding the bounds obtained for 5(2.48) and 4(2.48) we get (2.18). This ends the
proof of Lemma 2.2. •

Proof of Lemma 23. Let Φ, Φ' e B(£), Φ = φ + ψ and Φ' = φ' + ψ'. For t e [0,1] we
define

Φ(t) = φ(t) + ψ(t) (2.63)

with

For 4 e # ; let us define

Then we have

(2.66)

The absolute value of the expectation of the first term from the right-hand side of
(2.66) satisfies the following estimate:

ύWφ-φ'h, (2.67)

where we used the definition (1.21) of the norm || ||M together with some standard
arguments.

To estimate the absolute value of expectation of the second term from the right-
hand side of (2.66) we use (Fubini's theorem and) the following equality based on a
Taylor expansion

1 1

Ml ΛfΦ(t) ΛΨ Ml x \ Λ

μ Λ > φ ( t ) ψ x ψx

1
= Γ7Γ Σ μΛ,Φ(t,sx = O)(ψχ-ψ'x)

Ml

= 4(2.68) + £(2.68), (2.68)

where for sxe [0,1] we defined
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Using the condition (C) from the definition of ψ e Bw(£) interactions and their
independence of φ e B%E) we see that

£(i4(2.68)) = 0. (2.70)

To estimate the absolute value of β(2.68) we use the inequality

\μΛ,Φ{t)(ψχ-ψ'χ,Ψx(t))\ ^ (sup \ψx-ψχ\) (sup \ψx(t)\) (2.71)
\σeΩ ] \σeΩ J

(which follows from the Schwartz inequality by simple arguments). Using (2.71),
translation invariance of the interaction and the measure E together with Holder's
inequality we get

2.68)|^ — Σ E(sup\ψx-ψf

x\sup\ψx(ή\)
\Λ\ XgΛ \σeΩ σeΩ J

^ Σ wE(™P\ψχ-ψχ\™V
Xe& \Λ\ \σeΩ σeΩ

llvΊUIIV-V'L. (2.72)

This together with (2.70) gives the estimate on (2.68), the expectation of the second
sum from the right-hand side of (2.66). Combining this estimate with estimate (2.67)
we get (2.34). This ends the proof of the continuity (2.34).

To show (2.34a), let us set Φ' = 0 in (2.62H2.72). Using (2.66) together with (2.67)
and (2.68)-(2.72) we see that to finish the proof we need only to estimate E|^4(2.68)|.
This is because the expectation of the absolute value of the second term on the
right-hand side of (2.68) satisfies the following simple estimate:

E|B(2.68) |^ |Mβ. (2.73)

Let us now note that we have

\Λ\ XQΛ

ΓTίJ Σ ^Mvi Φ(ί SΛ- = o ) ^ ' ̂  Φ(ί sy = 0)^7 = A(2J4) + i)(2.74). (2. /4)

The first term from the right-hand side of (2.74) has the following simple estimate:

£(4(2.74)) ̂  — || ψ || I. (2.75)

To estimate 5(2.74) we note that for X, YQA, 1 + Y we have

^Λ,Φ(ί,sx = 0)ΨxliΛ,Φ(t,SY = O)ΨY — ) f^Λ,Φ(ί,sx,sγ = 0)Ψxl*Λ,Φ{t,sx,sY = O)ΨY

1

j dsγμΛ φ
0

1

J dsγμΛ φ
0

it,sx = 0,s'γ)(ψX'.

1

γ-0) XQ

it,sx = 0,s'γ)(ψχi

1

>ψγ)S
0

(2.76)
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The expectation of terms in the curly bracket on the right-hand side of (2.76) with
the measure E equals zero. Therefore we get for I Φ 7 ,

\EμΛ,Φit,Sχ = o)ΨχμΛ,Φ(t,Sy=o)Ψγ\SE(supψx\
2 -E(s\xpψγ)

2. (2.77)

V σ ) \ σ )
Hence

\B{2.ΊA)\^\\ψ\\l. (2.78)

This together with (2.75) and (2.78), by use one of Schwartz inequality yields

1

Combining (2.73) and together with (2.67) (for φ'=0) we get

(2-79)

(2.80)

This ends the proof of (2.34a) and so of Lemma 2.3. •

Let us now discuss the a.s. convergence of the sequence of finite volume
pressure functionals. For this purpose we will use the inequality (2.25) with
Λke&o and N = Nk chosen so that Nk-^k^oΰco,

rtkΞn((Λfc~)jvk)-»fc-*ooθθ and | | ( A ~ ) Λ J / Ί A I - 1 | - ^ - O O O (2.81)

Then we have (2.27), (2.28) and the £-a.s. convergence in (2.29) as /c->oo. Since we
know also that {EpΛk}keN converges, so using (2.25), to conclude the a.s.
convergence of the sequence {pΛi}ken it is sufficient to show that

(2.82)

converges £-a.s. to zero as /c-*oo.
We need to show that for any ε > 0,

lim Ef supAk>ε\=0. (2.83)

We will give here a simple proof of this fact, based on estimates of Lemma 2.2, at
the cost of imposing some growth condition in k of the van Hove sequence {Λk}ke¥ί.
First of all let us note that

S- Σ E(Λk), (2.84)

and by (2.12), (2.16) and Lemma 2.2 we have

6)k, (2.85)

where A(2A7)k, respectively ^4(2.16)fc denote the corresponding expressions from
the (2.17) respectively the right-hand side of (2.18) computed with A = Λk and
N = Nk.

By imposing a growth condition in fc on the van Hove sequence {ΛJfceN w e s e e

that we can choose the corresponding function L(Nk) from Lemma 2.2 so that the

sequences ^A^)N-[ ^ A a n d εφ(L(Nk)) (given by (2.42)) and εψ(L(Nk)) (given by
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(2.52)) are summable. This together with (2.83H2.84) and (2.82) show the E-a.s.
convergence of the sequence Ak given in (2.81). This ends the proof of E-a.s.
convergence of the sequence of finite volume pressure functionals {pΛk}ke^

Let us note that by our construction the van Hove sequence {Λk}kel^ can be
chosen in such the way that the E-a.s. convergence holds for an uncountable set of
interactions Φ described only by the behavior of the tails εφ and εφ of the norm of Φ.
In particular restricting ourselves to a closed subspace of finite particle interac-
tions, we see that one choice works for all the subspace. •

Let us finish this section by a remark, that as follows from the above proofs, no
essential changes are necessary to include the case when the variables {φx}Xe&
defining an interaction φ e JBU(E) are mutually dependent.

3. The Pressure Functional for Replica Systems

In the analysis of a disordered system an important role is played by the pressure
functional for replica systems. This is because the order parameter introduced by
Edwards and Anderson [15] to indicate spin glass phase transition, can be
formally defined as a derivative of such a functional. Therefore we include a
theorem concerning existence and properties of the thermodynamic limit for the
pressure of a replica system.

We will consider a lattice Γ = Γ x Z , that is, we take copies Γfe of the lattice Γ,
indexed by integers keTL. We use #" to denote the family of finite sets in Γ. A
configuration space is now (Ω, Σ) = (Ω, Σ)z = (S, S)2 and the corresponding coordi-
nate functions (the spins) are denoted by σm, m = (f, k);ίeΓ,keZ. Let μ0 = μ®z be a
free measure on (Ω, Σ). For Φ e B7(E) we define an interaction Φ on (Ω, Σ) x (J, f) as
follows: If I e # , I e Γ f e , / c 6 Z , i.e. X = {meT:m = (i,k)JeX} for someXeJ^, then
we set

Φx(J,σ) = Φx(J,σ{.ik)), (3.1)

and Φx = 0 for all other XeJ^. In this way we get a translation invariant
interaction. We would like to couple the hyperplanes Tk = {m = (i, k): ί e Γ}, k e Z,
by introducing a translation invariant interaction V given by

^ ) = 7 > ( . f l ) ) . . . 7 > ( . f l + l l _ i y ) (3.2)

for X = Λ x [z,..., i + n — 1], n e N and with a translation invariant bounded
(nonrandom) interaction V={δXfA + iVA + iJeT} defined on (Ω, Σ) for other sets X,
by definition Vx — 0. For A e J* we take a set

Λ = Λx(V, (3.3)

where 0 = [L,M]cZ, L<M, and define a hamiltonian function

HΆ(Φ,V)= Σ $*+ Σ Vχ9 (3.4)
XCΛ XCΛ

and a finite volume pressure

^ Γ H ^ > . (3.5)
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Let us note the following equality

ivA$M\h=o=^ Σ (μΛ + iΛ (3-6)
an \Λ\ A + icΛ

where μΛ{ ) is a probability measure on (Ω, Σ) defined by

In particular taking n = 2, VA+i = σh we get the Edwards-Anderson order param-
eter

1E-A= Γ77 Σ M 2 = -ΊrPΛ(^Λhσ(Uk)σii.k+i)})\h^θ' (3 8 )
\Λ\ ieΛ an

In the replica picture the order parameter introduced above measures a
remanescence after decoupling of hyperplanes.

To get physical information about possible phase transitions we shall first take
a thermodynamic limit for the pressure functional and then to study its
differentiability properties. Now we have a little different situation than considered
in the preceding section, because the interaction in various hyperplanes is
described by mutually dependent random variables. Nevertheless we have the
following result.

Theorem 3.1. Let Ebe a translation invariant ergodic probability measure on (J, /).
Let Φ e ΊBj(E) and let Φ be the corresponding interaction for the replica system given
on Γ by (3.1). Then for any interval ΘcZ the limit

p&(Φ,V)^\impΛx&(Φ,V) (3.9)

exists and is independent of J e J, E-a.e. and the van Hove sequence # Q . Moreover

p(Φ,V)=limpe(Φ,V) (3.10)

also exist and both functionals are convex and continuous.

Remark, i) Without any problems one can include more complicated random
interactions in the "Z direction" stochastically independent of those in Γk planes,

ii) For any Fixed Φ CΈ it is possible to show a similar continuity estimate as in
Theorem 2.1 with the part of the right-hand side of (2.9) dependent on ψ's
multiplied by a constant dependent on \Θ\.

Proof. First let us note the following stability bound

(3.11)

|. (3.12)
σeΩ

Therefore we shall expect a correct thermodynamic behaviour. Below, we show
only L^E) convergence of finite volume pressure functionals. The problem of a.s.
convergence can be discussed in a similar manner as the corresponding one in
Sect. 2.

Define A% = Δ^ x If for m = (ι, fc), where { J # : i = 1,..., n{Λ^)} are defined by
JVth covering of Λ^ and {/#>: k = 1,..., fc(fl^)}, | /^ | = N is an JVth covering of the
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interval Θΰ by disjoint intervals. Then we have

w k k ,=,,L,«, p " * + 1 * k<"•*•"> ("> ( s
f ίMrcΛxί«> for some*

v ; y [ ίF y otherwise

The second term on the right-hand side of (3.13) satisfies the estimate

j *j
Now note that by analogous arguments as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 one can

show that for any 1$ the limit

= \imEpΛxIw(Φ,V) (3.16)

exists and is independent of the van Hove sequence # Q . The corresponding

proof requires only a modification in the choice of the interpolating potential

Ψx(t,Sχ) as follows:

I otherwise

(ip(ί) defined as previously) and similarly for ψχ(t, s%9 Sf). Using (3.13), (3.15), and
(3.11) and translation in variance of the interactions and the measure E we get,
uniformly in Λe ^ 0 , the bound

10*1 N N

(3.18)

This implies that the sequence ί lim pΛ x Λ is Cauchy and finishes the proof of

[ J[ J
existence of the thermodynamic limit (and nonrandomness) of the pressure (3.10).

Since the convergence is locally uniform in the interaction, using the continuity of

p& = lim pΛ x 0 (which can be proven analogously as in Lemma 2.3) we get
#Ό

continuity of p(Φ, V). F o r this case we have no analog of the continuity estimate
(2.9). It is possible to have it for fixed ψ interaction, i.e. with respect to φ and V.)

Convexity follows by standard arguments based on Holder's inequality for the

measure μ 0. This ends the proof of Theorem 3.1. •

Remark. Once we have a convex continuous functional p(Φ,hV), k l R w e know

that it is differentiable with respect to h everywhere except possibly countably

many points. This is unfortunately not such useful information since for an

application we are interested in this property at the point fι = 0.
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4. The Variational Principle

In this section we formulate an analog of the classical variational principle (see
[54, 38]). By that we get an a'priori meaning of infinite equilibrium state of a
disordered system. This is especially important in the case of long range
interactions for which the use of a Gibbsian description is problematic. To be
concrete we keep the setting of Sect. 2, although the same can be done for replica
systems. In the classical formulation of the variational principle one uses the
notion of translation invariant states. For random systems we shall consider
families of probability measures on the space of spin configurations satisfying the
requirements of the following definition.

Definition 4.1. A family Q = {Qj}Jej consisting of probability measures on (Ω,Σ)
is called measurable iff for any function F e M((Ω, Σ) x (J, f)) the function

j3J^ρ(F) (4.1)

is measurable, and is called translation invariant iff it is measurable and for any
αeT the random variables ρ(F) and ρ(TaF) defined on the probability space
(J, / , E) are identically distributed. •

The important examples of translation invariant families can be obtained by
considering the infinite volume limits

J (4.2)

(43)

defined for some interaction Φ e B7(£), and the limit on right-hand side (4.2) is
understood in the topology given by the semimetrics

dE.Fbj,U) = Efrj(F)-MF)\, (4.4)

where FeM((ί2,ί)x(J,/)) . For concrete examples, see e.g. [30, 58] (see also
other references mentioned therein). Another example of a translation invariant
family of measures will be constructed in a course of proof of Theorem 4.8
below.

We would like to consider families Q = {ρj}JeJ whose elements are locally
equivalent to the free measure, i.e. such that: For any AeϊF there is a (nonnega-
tive) density function ρ^eL^μo) satisfying

βW ) = μou>^) (4-5)

This is sufficiently general to include the families given by (4.2).
If this condition is satisfied, we define an entropy SΛ(QJ) of a measure Qj in a

volume A e $F by

SΛ(Qj)^-μo(Q{jΛ)^Q(jΛ)). (4.6)

If ρ^ΣΛlμ0^Σ we set SΛ(ρj)= — GO, and for Λ = 0 by definition Sφ(ρj) = 0. The
entropy has the following properties:

Lemma 4.1. i) (negativity)

(4.7)
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ii) (decrease) If A,A'e^ and ΛcΛ' then

SΛ,^SΛ, (4.8)

iii) (strong subadditiυίty) For any Λ.A'etF

SΛUΛ(QJ) + SAnΛ>iQj) ^ SΛ(Qj) + SAQJ) (4.9)

A standard proof can be found in [54, 38].
Define a finite volume entropy density sΛ(ρj) by

SΛQJ^-^SΛQJ)- (4.10)

Let us note that if μ0 is a product of uniform probability measures on { — 1, +1}
then a simple application of logarithmic Sobolev inequality [35] for the measure
μ0 shows that the absolute value of sΛ(ρj) is bounded by one. (More generally, if μ0

is a translationally invariant product measure on a space M Γ with M a finite set,
then |5^(ρj)| is bounded by a constant.) We have

Proposition 4.2. Let E be a translation invariant ergodic probability measure on
(J, f) and let ρ = {ρj}JeJ be a translation invariant family of probability measures on
(Ω, Σ). Then the thermodynamic limit

s{ρj)= Mm sΛ(ρj) (4.11)

exists and is independent of JeJ, E-a.e. and the van Hove sequence #Q.

Motivated by the above proposition we introduce the following notation:

s(ρ)= l i m s i ρ j ) = limEsA(Qj). (4.12)

Proof Let us first note that from the decrease property of entropy, we see that the
proof is trivial if for some Ae^owe have ρj\ΣΛ. Therefore we need only to consider
the opposite case. Using the decrease property from Lemma 4.1, we have for any

SSΛ(QJ) ^ ^ p SA9(QJ) . (4.13)

Since #"0 is van Hove, so for any ΛΓeN, |yl^|/|τl|->l as Λ]T and it is sufficient to

show that lim sΛ±(ρj) exists, is nonrandom and independent of #Q. By subadditiv-

ity of entropy, Lemma 4.1 iii), we have

A Σ ± SAN(QTOJ). (4.15)
n(ΛN) l=lt...tn

Hence using an extension of the Kingman's subadditive ergodic theorem (see
[47,46, 41]) we conclude that

s(ρj) = limsΛ + (ρj) = l imS A -(Q S )^ -oo (4.16)

exists, is translation invariant and therefore by ergodicity oίE is constant E-a.e.
Simple comparison arguments show that (4.16) is independent of AT chosen and
consequently of the van Hove sequence J v Afterwards we will need also the
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following proposition which can be shown similarly as Theorem 11.23, p. 41 in
[38].

Proposition 4.3. The function

is affine, i.e. for any two families <h Ξ {ρω} J e J and Q2 = {Qj2)}Jej and any
ίe[0,l],

^ . ( 4.! 7 )

It is also upper semicontinuous (with respect to the topology defined by the metrics
(4.4)).

The last quantity necessary to formulate a variational principle is the energy
density. For ρ = {ρj}JeJ, ΦeB 7(E) and a finite set Λe#, let us define it by

eΛ(ρj9Φ)=^Qj(HA(φ(J9 •)))• (4.18)

We can write it in the form

eΛ(Qj,Φ)=τ^Σβj[ Σ T^TΦ*0Λ ) \ • (4-19)
\Λ\ iΛ X& A\ieXcΛ

Using this, translation invariance of the interaction Φ e B/(£) and the family ρ
= {ρj}JeJ together with translation invariance and ergodicity of E, one may wish
to take formally the infinite volume limit to get a quantity

e(ρ,Φ)^Eρjl £ JL φ^J, .) \ . (4.20)
\0eX I

As one can see this is totally correct if Φ e B"(E). However, if an interaction has a
nonzero component from the space B7(E), then it is hopeless to have the right-
hand side of (4.20) finite in general. Therefore we would like to restrict ourselves
from now on to the translation invariant families ρ = {ρj}jej for which the
functional

\0eX I

is continuous. The space of such ρ is denoted by IBf(E). It is useful to understand
how this space is big. To see that we prove the following

Proposition 4.4. Assume that the translation invariant family μ = {μj}JeJ is given by

j , (4.22)

where μΛJ are the finite volume measure defined by (4.3) with a potential
B ^ l h the family μ = {μj}JeJ belongs to Bf(E).

Proof Let Φ'eB7(£), Φf = φf + ψf and for any Xe^, sxe[0,1] an interpolation
potential Φ'{sx) is given by
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It is clear that if the limit (4.22) exists, then for any fixed X e J^, the limit of the
sequence {μΛ,j,sχ}Λe&0

 w h ° s e elements are defined as in (4.3) but with a potential
Φ'(sx\ also exists. Moreover the expectations for the corresponding measure

μj,sχ=^^μΛ,j,sχ (4.24)

are differentiable with respect to sxe [0,1].
Let us now consider the functional

\OeX I

where Φ = φ + ψ,φe B"(E) and ψ e BJ(E). The continuity with respect to the φ part
of the interaction is standard (and is in fact independent of μ7). To see the
continuity with respect to ψ we write

1

μjψx = μJt sx = oWx + ί dsxμJt Sχ(ψ'X9 \px) (4.26)
o

[where ψf corresponds to the interaction Φf used to define μjsχ in (4.24)].
Using this and the mean zero condition for the tp's interactions we see that

= E Σ w] dsxμJtSχ(ψ'X9ψx). (4.27)
χe& \Λ\ o
OeX

Now similar arguments as used in Sect. 2, based on definition of the ψ's and
Holder's inequality, show that

1

^llv'L IML (4.28)

This ends the proof of Proposition 4.4.
We come back to the thermodynamic limit of the energy density. From the

consideration (4.18)—(4.21) we conclude

Proposition4.5. // ρeBf(E), ρ = {ρj}Jej for a translation invariant ergodic
measure E then

lim eΛ(ρj, Φ) = e(ρ, Φ), (4.29)

E-a.e. independently of the van Hove sequence J^o.

The next step towards our variational principle is provided by the following fact

Proposition 4.6. Let Λ e # \ Then for any ΦeB^E) and any ρeBf{E),

SΛ(QJ) ~ eΛ(ρj9 Φ(J)) ύ pΛ(Φ(J, )), (4.30)

and therefore
s(ρ)-e{ρ,Φ)^p(Φ). (4.31)

Proof The inequality (4.30) follows from the definition of related quantities by
application of Jensen's inequality (see [54, 38]). The inequality (4.31) is a
consequence of (4.30) and the existence of the thermodynamic limit for pΛ, sΛ9 and
eΛ proven respectively in Theorem 2.1, Proposition 4.2 and Proposition 4.5.
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As is known the equality sign in (4.30) holds iff ρ = {ρj} J e J is a finite volume
equilibrium family of states defined by

tί J ' μΛ,j\ )— / —HΛ(Φ(J ')\' j/T.j-^/

Therefore one may wish to use (4.31) and give an a'priori meaning of infinite
volume equilibrium family of states in the following way.

Definition 4.7. An (infinite volume) equilibrium family of states for a random
lattice system is by definition a family ρφ e Bf(E) satisfying

s(ρφ)-e(ρφ,Φ) = p(Φ). (4.33)

Our main result of this section is the theorem justifying this definition.

Theorem 4.8. Let Ebea translation invariant ergodic probability measure on (J, /)
and let Φe ©,(£). Then

p(Φ)= sup {s(ρ)-e(ρ,Φ)}. (4.34)
ρeBί(£)

Proof Let Φ e B7(£). We shall to show that for any ε > 0 there is a family ρ e Bf(E)
such that

p(Φ)^s(ρ)-e(ρ,Φ) + ε. (4.35)

We construct these families ρ explicitly.
For N e N, let {̂ ΛrjiveN t>e a covering of Γ by disjoint ΛΓ-cubes. We define first an

infinite volume periodic family μ^'^^iμψ^jej by setting

μ^lΣ/Ly^μ^JΣ^ (4.36)

and assuming the spins in different ΛΓ-cubes to be independent.
To get a translation invariant family we average each measure μ(f'N) over a cube

AN, i.e. we define μ(N) = {μjN)}JeJ by setting

μψ^λ-ΣTaμfN), (4.37)

d

where the sum runs over aeΎ,a= ]Γ nteb |nf| ̂  N, and CN denotes the number of
ΐ = l

these translations. What is important for us, is the fact that μiN) e JBf(E). The
conditions of Definition 4.1 are obviously satisfied, whereas the continuity of the
corresponding functional (4.25) follows by similar arguments as in the proof of
Proposition 4.4. Now we use Proposition 4.2 and Proposition 4.3 to get

s(μ{N)) = EsΔN(μAN,j). (4.38)

We note also that by a choice of a sufficiently big ΛίeN the energy density e(μ(N\ Φ)

and the pressure p(Φ) can be arbitrarily well approximated by E -—- μAN(HAN(Φ))
\AN\

and EpAN(Φ) respectively. To see that one applies the same type of surface energy
estimates as in the proof of Theorem 4.1. These together with the finite volume
equality

( ) ( Φ ( J )) = PAN(Φ) (4.39)

give us (4.35) and so ends the proof of Theorem 4.8. •
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With this we end the consideration of systems with interactions from the
Banach space B7(£) = B?(£) + B?(E).

5. Long Range Random Site Interactions

This section is devoted to a discussion of lattice systems with interactions Φ e B(£),
i.e. satisfying

||Φ|| = sup sup —- X Φx <oo, E-a.e.. (5.1)
ΛeSF σeΩ \Λ\ XcΛ

Let Bj(£) denote the subspace of translation invariant elements from B(£).
At the beginning we would like to show that there are reasonable interactions in

Bz(£), which do not belong to the space Bj(£) considered in Sects. 2-4. A class of
such (long range two point) interactions has been considered in [32], where a
complete description of corresponding lattice systems in the high temperature
region was given. Here we present some possible generalizations of these
interactions. Afterwards we discuss the thermodynamic limit for pressure. In the
considered case our results are less satisfactory in general (some problems have
been already encountered in [32]). As we will see in the present situation the replica
systems are better. Let us introduce the occupation number random variables n
= {ni:(J,Jf)-^{0,l}}ίeΓ, assumed to be independent and identically distributed.
For XeJ% let ξx:(Ω,Σ)x(J,</)-^ΊR. be a function dependent only on all spins
{ot'AeX} and such that

ξx(n,σ) = nxξx(n,σ), (5.2)

ieX

Let a representation of the translation group T be given by

(5.4)

We assume that the functions (5.2) satisfy

for all a e T and some Le N.
LetG:T-+R, 1

(5-6)

w i t h 0 ^ | G ( ^ ) | ^ | | G l L < α ) , (5.7)

and where for a — b= £ {at — fr,)^ we set q >(a — b)= £ qicii — b^. To
ί l f i d

show that Bjί^XB/ίE) is nontrivial, we would like to distinguish the following
examples of interactions.
Example 5.1. For L e N we define an interaction Θ = {Θγ}Ye^ by

[Gabζx+Laξχ+Lb if Y=(X + LaMX + Lb)

(0 otherwise

Using (5.4) and (5.6) we see that the interaction Θ is translation invariant. •
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Note that in particular, if the spins σte{ —1,4-1}, then taking in the above
example ζx = o{ for {ί}=X, we get Ising models. To include SN models one can
generalize Example 5.1 as follows:

Example 5.2. Let {ξψ}a=1 N be the functions defined in (5.2H5.5). Let

G S' = Λ ί ί ddqe^a-b)0^(q) (5.9)

(2π) (-π,π)d

with a matrix G(q)=={G*a'(q)} satisfying in the sense of quadratic forms

- λ{q)δ™' ^ Gaa\q) S λ{q)δ™' (5.10)

with some 0< λ< oo. We will set

| | G | | Ξ sup (inf{Ae(5.10)}). (5.11)
qe(-π,π)d

Now we define a translation invariant interaction by setting

for Y=(X + La)v(X + Lb) and zero otherwise. •

We want also to indicate one more example in which we allow spins from
different type of sets to interact.

Example 5.3. Let G(q) = {6{0ίa^xx'\q)}x^xTe

1^'-N be matrices satisfying in the sense
of quadratic forms

G δ x x , (5.13)

with some 0 < λx(q) < oo such that

||61|= sup Anf Σ (λx(q)e(5Λ3)))<oo. (5.14)

Let G^'tXX>) be the Fourier transform of ό{aa'-xx'\q). Assume

sup| |4 α ) IL<oo. (5.15)
<x,X

Then we define

(
(5.16)

for Y=(X + Lα)u(X'+LZ>)
To get a concrete realization of such an interaction one can for example choose

for Y=(X + Lα)u(X'+LZ>)

and zero otherwise.

(0 otherwise

with some Gaa\q) from Example 5.2 and a number τ e N . •

We have the following proposition:

Proposition 5.4. Let φ e ΊBf(E). Then for all Θ interactions

Θ + φeBXE). (5.18)

Moreover there are interactions Θ belonging to ΊB^E^IB^E). •
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Proof. First we show that Θ interactions satisfy (5.1).
We have, using the definition of Θ

Σ
XCΛ

j2^dίddq A ^ e - ±X+Lav ΛH)* - M t f + L β , )
a,a',X,Xf

a,a':X + LacΛ
X'+La'cΛ

ί Σ sup / l x (^(^ α )

+ L α ) 2 . (5.19)

Hence

Σ
a,X

which proves (5.1) for interactions Θ.

Since obviously also φelBfiE) belongs to B7(£), we have (5.18).

(5.20)

(Remark. Note that restricting to a base J ^ c J ^ we could get (5.1) for any
Φ e B"(£).) To show that Bj(£)\B7(£) is nonempty, it is sufficient to take Θ defined
with a matrix G satisfying

Σ |G«>l = oo, (5.21)
aeT

and any ξx such that Eξx+Laξx+Lbφ0. •

A simplest explicit example of a matrix G satisfying (5.21) and (5.6H5.7) one
gets by taking

d 2π

(5.22)

( 5 2 3 )

defined with some 0 < l^l < π. Then we have

Some other examples can be found in [32]. The interactions Θ given by a matrix G
from (5.23) are weakly decreasing with the distance \a — b\ and taking positive and
negative values in an oscillatory way. Such interactions are thermodynamically
stable and have all the important features of RKKY interactions, therefore can be
used to describe models of alloys of ferromagnetic with nonferromagnetic
materials (e.g. Fe with Au).

To give a better idea how reach the class of functions G satisfying (5.6)—(5.7) is,
we would like to give also the following two examples:

Example 5.5. [60, p. 116]
For any go + 0 the sequence

G(/ )

ίJeZ, \i— j l^ l , has a bounded (continuous) Fourier transform whenever

α>αo = i. •

Another example showing that the value α0 = \ is sharp, is the following
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Example 5.6. [60, p. 119]
For any qo + 0 the sequence

{l J)~ \i-J\1/2(\og\i-j\Y '

iJeΈ, \i— 7*1̂ 2, has a bounded (continuous) Fourier transform G(q) whenever

y > l . Π

These examples show that the class of random side interactions considered in
the present section is essentially the same as the class of random bond interaction
introduced a long time ago by Edwards and Anderson. It would be interesting to
understand better this connection and in particular to recover in the case of
random side interactions the results corresponding to those mentioned in
the introduction for random bond interactions.

To see that the introduced interactions are reasonable we would like to
consider the thermodynamic limit for the pressure. Let us note that using the
condition (5.1) one can always choose a countable base #Ό, in general dependent
on the interaction Θ + φe Bj(£), such that

p(θ + φ)=hmpA(θ + φ) (5.24)

exist and is nonrandom £-a.e. Using the condition (5.14) one can also show that
this limit is the same for any two equivalent bases # 0 = {yl n 6f} n e N and <FQ
= {Λ'ne^r}ne¥ί, where equivalence is defined by requirement that

lim lΛ"^fnl =0. (5.25)
n^co \Λn\

To get a well defined pressure functional we should show the independence of
the thermodynamic limit for the pressure of the van Hove (or Fisher) countable
base #Q. However, as indicated in [32] there are some problems to get it, even if
one considers some special examples of interactions. Roughly speaking they are
connected to the fact that "a surface energy" (describing the interaction of AN cube
with its exterior) need not be small in absolute value (nevertheless the system
remains stable due to "compensation in the mean" of interactions coming from
different cubes). As noticed in [32] there is no problem if one considers interactions
possessing a spin flip symmetry or interactions breaking this symmetry, but at high
temperature.

To consider the first case, let us assume that there is a measurable bijection

*: (β, Σ)-+(Ω, Σ):Ωs σ\-+ σ*eΩ

such that for any σeΩ

(σ*)* = σ. (5.26)

Any interaction φ respectively Θ satisfying

φx(σ*)=±φx(σ)
respectively Θx(σ*) = ± Θx(σ)j

is called *-symmetric for ( + ) sign in right-hand side (5.27) and is *-antisymmetric
for ( —) sign, for all Xe 3F. An interaction Θ is called *-symmetric of type I iff
corresponding functions ξψ are *-antisymmetric.
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We assume that the free measure μ0, used to define a finite volume pressure, is
*-symmetric. This implies

μo(F) = 0 (5.28)

for any ^-antisymmetric function F, i.e. satisfying F(σ*)= — F(σ).
We will need to consider the equivalence classes of van Hove sequences defined

as follows: Two van Hove countable bases ^o^{AneίF}neM and # ^
= {Λ/

ne^0}ne¥S are called van Hove equivalent and we write JF0~<^Q iff one can
choose a subsequence ^o={^ke^ό}keM satisfying:

For any ίceN and any Ane^ one can choose disjoint sets {TaiΛ'l

£ } h

lim lim = 0, (5.29)

and the same holds with 3F^ replaced by #"0.
In particular any countable base consisting of sets of the form

_£ (5.30)

where Nt e N (i = 1,..., d) are van Hove equivalent. They are also equivalent to any
van Hove base # Q = {Λn e « f} i e ] R such that for any n e N there exists a covering of
Γ by disjoint translations of Λne^0.

Let #e X p = {An e # " } π e N denote a countable base, called exponential, consisting
of sets Λn = ΔNn for some No e N, iV0 ^ 2.

We would like to indicate the following result for Θ interactions

Proposition 5.7. Let E be a translation invariant ergodic probability measure on
(J, f). Let φ e ΊBf(E) be ^-symmetric and let Θ ^-symmetric of type I. Then the
thermodynamic limit for the pressure

p(Θ + φ)=\impΛ(Θ + φ) (5.31)

exist, is independent of J e J , E-a.e. and of the van Hove sequence έF0 in any
equivalence class. For any interaction φe!Bf(E) and Θ, if the infinite volume
pressure functional p(Θ + φ) exists, it satisfies the following continuity property:

(
\<x,X

+ max(||G|U|G'||)sup Wξ^-ξΠl^ + WΦ-φ'Lu (5-32)
a,X

where G, ξψ respectively G', ξx

a) correspond to Θ respectively Θr. •

Remark. If one restricts oneself to SN models one may show the first part of
Proposition 5.5 also for non-*-symmetric Gibbsian interactions φ e fif(£) at high
temperatures, by use of arguments from [59] (generalizing [32]). This allows us,
which is important, to include a random external magnetic field.

Proof We prove the existence and nonrandomness for the equivalence class of an
exponential countable base ^exp = {ΛNn}neV. In other cases the proof is similar. Let
#o = {ylm6 J Γ } m e M be a van Hove sequence. For Ae#o, let {^^}ί=i,...,«(^) be a
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covering of Λ^. Then we have

\ n(ΛN) Γ / Π(ΛN)

pΛ(Θ + φ)=—\n 0 μAmexp<-[HA- £ HΔ
\Λ\ 1=1 ( \ ( = i

ιN) ι=

where HΛ = HΛ(Θ + φ) for any A' e !F and the measures μAo) are the finite volume
measures defined for the interaction Θ + φ. Using Jensen's inequality we get

( 5 3 4 )

The second term on right-hand side (5.34) we write as follows:

1 Π(ΛN) Γ Π(ΛN)

MI ,® "Λ[«.- Σ «

= 4(5.35) + 5(5.35). (5.35)

Since by our assumption the interactions Θ and φ, and the free measure μ0 are
*-symmetric, all the measures μΔN are *-symmetric.

Now using the fact that Θ is *-symmetric of type I we get

4(5.35)= — "<g μΔo> Σ ®(X + La)u(x+Lb) (5.36)

with the summation Σ going o v e r the sets Xe^ and a,beT such that the
conditions

X + La\jX + LbcA$ (5.37a)

for some 1 = 1, ...,n(Λΰ) or

X + LaCΔ^ and X + LbcΔ{P (5.37b)
for some Z, ΐ = 1,..., n(Λ^\ I φ Γ, are not satisfied. From (5.36), using the definition
of Θ interaction with (5.13)—(5.16), it is not very complicated to get that

lim

^ lim sup \Σ"θιx+LβMX+Lb)\ = o{N), (5.38)

where Σ' means the summation restricted to X + La and X + Lb intersecting some
boundary dA$ resp. dA%\ with some o(N) > 0, o ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ O . (The conditions (5.11)
and (5.15) play in the above the crucial role.) The second term on the right-hand
side (5.35) has similar property by standard arguments.

Let now use these estimates together with (5.34) to show first that the limit of
{EpΛ}ΛeSFex exists. Integrating both sides with the translation invariant measure E
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and using the translation invariance of the interaction and the free measure (used
to define the finite volume pressure) we get in the limit as ΛsΓ through a
countable base #"0 that

\immΐEpΛ^EpΔN-o(N). (5.39)

Hence we get
lim inf E p ^ lim sup EpΔN. (5.40)

For an exponential base this implies that

p(Θ + Φ)Ξ= lim EpΛ(Θ + φ) (5.41)

exists. Now we can use arguments based on (5.39) and (5.40) to show that in fact
p(Θ + φ) is the same for equivalent sequences # Q ~ tFexp.

Since E is translation invariant and ergodic,

^ EPAN (5-42)

Therefore (5.34) also implies that

lim inf pΛ(Θ + φ) ̂  EpΔN(Θ + φ)- o(N), (5.43)

and so
lim infpΛ(Θ + φ) ̂  lim EpΛ(Θ + φ) = p(Θ + φ). (5.44)

This however allows us to conclude that

(5.45)

which ends the proof of the first part of Proposition 5.5. The continuity property
follows from the estimate

ύ î j- \HA(θ - Θ')\ + | 1 - \HΛ(Φ ~ Φ')\, (5.46)

and use the standard arguments to estimate the second part from the right-hand
side of (5.46) and similar arguments as in the proof of Proposition 5.4 for the first
part on the right-hand side of (5.46). This ends the proof of Proposition 5.7. •

Remark. As observed in [32] one can show the existence and nonrandomness of
the thermodynamic limit of the pressure even for some long range random site
interactions violating (5.1) (given e.g. as in Example 1 but with G(q)= —δ(qQ) for
some 0 ^ g < π , and {ζx = σ{i}})> In this case one can however expect to have a
pathological behaviour of the system as the interaction changes.

In investigation of spin glass phase transition an important role is played by
replica systems. In this case we consider the same symmetric interactions inside
each hyperplane Γk and additionally couple the hyperplanes by the interaction of
the form

Vχ = h VA+L,a(σ{.Λ))VA+L,a(σ{.Λ + 1)) (5.47)
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for X = A + L'a with some Ae^,Λf e¥l and ae T, and for other sets X we put Vx

= 0; h e R . If we are interested in a spin glass phase transition we shall have to
study the differentiability properties of the pressure functional at h = 0. The
interaction V plays the same role as the external magnetic field in the study of
ferromagnetic phase transitions. We assume that the V^s are *-antisymmetric.
Then Fis ^-symmetric. Hence the replica system has again ^-symmetry and we can
adopt the proof of Proposition 5.7 to get the following result in whose formulation
we use similar conventions as in Sect. 3.

Proposition 5.8. Let E be a translation invariant ergodίc probability measure on
(J, /). Let Θ + φbe the interaction defined in Γk,keZ hyper planes and correspond-
ing to the translation invariant and ^-symmetric interactions Θ + φ. Assume the
interaction V defined in (5.47) is translation invariant and ^-symmetric of type I.
Then for any interval (9Q.TL the limit

pΘ(Θ + $,V)= lim pΛ x Θ(Θ + $, V) (5.48)

exists, it is independent of J e J, E-a.e. and independent of the van Hove sequence #"0

(inside an equivalence class of countable bases). Moreover

p(Θ + $,V)= lim pe(& + $, V) (5.49)

also exists and both functionals are convex and continuous in the interactions. •

Remark. Contrary to the situation in Sect. 3, now we can have a good continuity
estimate for p(Θ + $, V) given by the right-hand side of (5.32) plus the classical
norm of the difference of the corresponding V's interactions.

Finally let us note that one may expect to have a very interesting behaviour of
systems with Θ interactions in the low temperature region. As indicated in [59]
there is a large subclass of Θ's [containing e.g. two point interactions with G given
by (5.23)] for which the spin system possess infinitely uncountably many non-
translation invariant ground states. Therefore one can expect to observe
interesting phase transitions (including the breaking of translation symmetry for
translation invariant nonrandom Θ interactions).

Acknowledgement. The author would like to thank A. C. D. van Enter for a number of valuable
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